
FD-70 FD-140

Power 1 KW 2 KW
Volts 230/460 3PH 60Hz 230/460 3PH 60Hz
Dimensions 79” x 39” x 73” 134” x 55” x 65”
Weight 772 lbs. 1,323 lbs.

Feeder FD-70/FD-140
The Feeder FD-70/FD-140 is the best way of connecting the PS series of Pre-shredders to the SM granulators. 
They booth provide a buffer between the Pre-shredder and the mill to only feed what the mill can process.

Satisfying All Your Lifting Needs.

Improve the integration between two pieces of equipment. 
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Stokkermill™ Feeder FD-70

The FD 70 Feeder is the best way of connecting the 
PS series of Pre-shredders to the SM granulators.

The FD 70 provides a buffer between the Pre-shredder 
and the mill to only feed what the mill can process.

The FD 70: 

- Improves the production of the line by smoothing out the 
  feed to the mill

- Reduces the energy consumption by eliminating peak 
  loads

- Increase the life of the mill's blades

-Avoids the overloading and blocking the mill

- Lower blade's mill consumption

- PLC and inverter to easily control the parameters

- Differents models available

- 1 cubic meter storage capacity

 

Technical data

Installed Power: 1 kW

Tension: 400 V trifase, 50 Hz

Dimensions: 2000 x 1000 x 1850 mm

Weight: 350 kg

is a trade mark owned by

Seltek s.r.l.
Via Stiria 36, scala C - 33100 Udine
Tel. 328 82 72 193 - Tel. 349 16 91 425
Fax 0432 184 1160
info@seltekitalia.it - www.seltekitalia.it

All data, pictures and features shown on this catalogue are purely indicative and have no legal validity. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes and or update information at any time without prior notice.

• Improves the production of the line by smoothing out the feed to the mill.
• Reduces the energy consumption by eliminating peak loads.
• Increases the life of the mill’s blades.
• Avoids the overloading and blocking of the mill.
• Lower mill’s consumption of blades.
• PLC and inverter make easier control parameters.
• 1.3 cubic yard storage capacity.

Stokkermill™ Feeder FD-140

The FD 140 Feeder is the best way of connecting the 
PS series of Pre-shredders to the SM granulators.

The FD 140 provides a bu�er between the Pre-shredder 
and the mill to only feed what the mill can process.

The FD 140: 

- Improves the production of the line by smoothing out the 
  feed to the mill

- Reduces the energy consumption by eliminating peak 
  loads

- Increase the life of the mill's blades

-Avoids the overloading and blocking the mill

- Lower blade's mill consumption

- PLC and inverter to easily control the parameters

- Di�erents models available

- 1 cubic meter storage capacity

 

Technical data

Installed Power: 2 kW

Tension: 400 V trifase, 50 Hz

Dimensions: 3400 x 1400 x 1650 mm

Weight: 600 kg

is a trade mark owned by

Seltek s.r.l.
Via Aquileia, 22/4- 33100 Udine
Tel. 328 82 72 193 - Tel. 349 16 91 425
Fax 0432 184 1160
info@seltekitalia.it - www.seltekitalia.it

All data, pictures and features shown on this catalogue are purely indicative and have no legal validity. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes and or update information at any time without prior notice.
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